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How to boost your digital growth
with a user-centric strategy

that respects privacy
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INTRODUCTION
Created in 2015 by professionals in the real-estate sector, Bienici.
com is currently one of the leading property advertising portals in 
France. It is the 3rd-ranking player in this field, behind Se Loger and 
Le Bon Coin.

Bien’ici generates link-ups around property projects between indi-
viduals and professionals, providing a simplified, immersive and 
customized experience which enables users to picture themselves in 
their future environment. 

Bien’ici has more than 110 million visits annually via desktop, web 
mobile and application. Its business model relies on professional 
subscribers who publish their portfolio of properties on the website. 

CHALLENGES
Régis Sébille, Web Analytics & Data Manager, has over 15 years’ 
experience in the web, acquired consecutively in online business 
development, SEM and data & performance analysis. A player in 
the real estate sector since 2010, he joined the Bien’ici project on its 
launch in 2015.   

His Data team, composed of a Web Analyst, a Data Officer and a 
Data Cruncher, has a pivotal and transversal role in the company, 
as it deals with all departments, via product managers & owners, 
marketing managers and managing directors, etc. 

Its main tasks are to determine and master data via Analytics Suite; 
to ensure its quality, understand user behaviour on various devices, 
improve website and mobile application performance and share 
key information with staff and management in order to facilitate the 
steering of all the company’s activities. 

Since its launch in 2015, the success of Bien’ici has been built, in 
part, around three analytics challenges:

• To develop its digital activity via a rapid growth strategy

• To structure and sustain its growth via a user-centric approach

• To adopt, from the outset, a privacy-by-design approach to 
build user trust. 

SOLUTIONS & RESULTS
Régis Sébille steers all the web analytics activity of Bien’ici. He has 
been using the Analytics Suite solution for almost fifteen years and 
has thorough knowledge of how to exploit data potential. Let’s take 
a look at the actions implemented to ensure the digital growth of the 
property portal.

Continuous improvement of the user experience 
via comprehensive performance management

Client 
 
 
 

Sector 
Real estate

Vendor 
AT Internet

Key figures 
•  3rd leading French property portal 
•  12 million visits per month 
•  An audience which has grown  
    tenfold in 4 years 

Solutions  
• Analytics Suite

Benefits

• + 10,000 customers
• x2 on SEO traffic each year 
• +31% leads generated in 2020 vs 

2019 on advertisements 

  

Testimony

RÉGIS SÉBILLE,
Web Analytics & Data Manager 

https://www.bienici.com/
https://www.bienici.com/
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The Bien’ici project was born in April 2015 at the initiative of real estate professionals looking to join forces 

around an independent French property advertising portal. Bienici.com was officially launched in Decem-

ber 2015 with a unique advantage over the competition: 3D mapping. This innovative feature for the time 

met a key need in the property market, i.e. to offer enhanced interactivity in the presentation of property. 

Bien’ici rapidly provided users with an initial expanded version of the map, including modelling of new 
projects and outstanding buildings, in addition to numerous points of interest (schools, shops or health 
facilities, etc.). The map was gradually added to, with, among other features, a sunlight exposure option 
or the presentation of physical agents.

Once the portal went live, the key challenge for the teams was to continually optimize the user expe-
rience (UX) on various devices, and thus maximize the engagement of potential buyers.

In order to analyse all key online user behaviour, Bien’ici carried out permanent monitoring of strategic 
indicators via Analytics Suite:

• number and type of pages seen

• number and type of adverts consulted by the user

• visit sources

• sticking points along the browser path

• search types and criteria used

• etc. 

Bien’ici’s first year of existence proved to be a highly-motivating learning curve. On one hand, traffic soa-
red, going from zero to one million visits in just six months; on the other hand, a whole series of test and 
rapid optimization operations were carried out. 

Throughout 2016, the property player addressed several fundamental strategic questions:

• Is 3D mapping used during the ‘searcher’ user path? If yes, how?

• Which search criteria are used and by whom? Are these filters important for the search process? 
Are they legible and understandable for everyone?

• Which zones are clicked and at what point along the browser path? Are there sticking points in the 
sequences? Are the calls-to-action in the right place?

• By implementing specific monitoring, Bien’ici was able to produce a first statistical report on functio-
nality use and consequently draw several conclusions:

• Certain search criteria change according to customers’ seasonal requirements, indicating a need 
to regularly modify filter options. For example, in 2020, the outdoor area, ground floor or access to 
optic fibre criteria were in considerable demand, due in part to the COVID-19 crisis. 

    Analytics Suite allows us to cross-reference elements that have no
apparent link, but which can be co-related in one way or another,

and sometimes reveal a specific user behaviour.
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• No fewer than 98% of users have access to the 3D mapping module via their device. This high level 
of use prompted the technical teams at Bien’ici to optimize the map’s functionalities and UX.

• On the mobile application, a large number of returns to the home page during search mode were 
recorded. The creation of a search history module largely rectified this phenomenon. 

• Many users come back to the site to widen their search scope around a medium to large city. To 
partially address this need, Bien’ici decided to produce SEO inspiration articles such as “Places to 
live 30 minutes from Paris”, which are relayed in newsletters and used in display.

• A large proportion of users look for property in areas other than their current IP location, or change 
their search area during browsing. Bien’ici decided to develop new tools such as an option to out-
line a search zone on the map or a search defined by travel time.

Implementation of an increasingly targeted strategy to acquire audience

When the property portal was launched, the most urgent priority was to rapidly and assertively develop 

the brand’s visibility and reputation.

Thanks to support from France’s leading real-estate networks and the two largest federations in the 
sector (FNAIM and UNIS), Bien’ici was presented to realtors and property developers as “the sector’s site, 
the place to be at all costs”. The argument was highly persuasive. Furthermore, the fact that the service 
was free of charge for the portal’s initial six months of operation convinced the first real estate agencies 
to sign up. At the same time, a mass acquisition strategy was implemented to capture a wide target of 
“people looking for property”. The primary aim was to build public awareness of the site and generate 
traffic rapidly. It was an instant success.

To pursue its growth, Bien’ici realized that it was crucial to optimize the profitability of its sales actions 
and, in particular, to better address its SEA acquisition campaigns. Via an AdWords data analysis, cross-
referenced with Analytics Suite data, they rapidly identified the differences in results between certain 
regions, which could not be explained by either the offer in itself or the target. On taking a closer look, 
they understood that it was vital to centralize acquisition in geographical areas that had a good match 
between supply and demand (which is notably the case in the Landes region).

Analytics Suite allows us to cross-reference elements that have no 
apparent link, but which can be co-related in one way or another, 

and sometimes reveal a specific user behaviour. 
Régis Sébille, Bien’ici.

In June 2016, after just six months of existence, we reached
the 1 million visits a month mark. We had cleared the

first step, but there was still a long way to go
Régis Sébille, Bien’ici.
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They gradually reduced their purchase of overly-generic keywords, or at least optimized expenditure, to 
focus acquisition on more targeted requests. This re-distribution raised the click rate, reduced bounce 
back and increased conversions, all for a virtually identical budget.

In December 2018, after three years in existence, Bien’ici hit the 6 million visits per month mark and 
subsequently raised €10 million in funding. The right moment had come to change strategy and pursue 
growth.

Adoption of a user-centric strategy to boost digital performance 
2019 was a milestone year for Bien’ici. Following lengthy UX optimization and mass acquisition phases, 
the time had come to gain better insight into users’ behaviour and needs in order to provide them with 
the best possible response and retain their custom.

To enhance the digital performance of the portal, they had to set up this virtuous circle: 

To achieve this, Bien’ici massively recruited sales staff on a nationwide scale and implemented a data-
centric approach. This was materialized by an acceleration in the democratization of in-house data and 
an upgrading in the quality of analyses. 

From the democratization of in-house data …
In 2020, the Data team at Bien’ici was boosted by the arrival of three experts, entrusted with the tasks of:

• Providing realtor subscribers to the Platinum programme with quarterly market analyses and rele-
vant trends

• Supplying sales reps on the ground with fresh data to provide better insight into the local market 
and fuel their sales prospecting

• Transmitting key insights to marketing teams on acquisition levers, traffic behaviour and training 
teams in in-house data

On this last point, the Web Analyst played a key role in the democratization of data within Bien’ici. Each 
month, a 1-hour in-house workshop was organized for marketing teams with the aim of empowering 
staff, arousing their curiosity, drawing them out of their initial scope and fluidifying project workflow.
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The workshop programme consisted of elements such as ‘How to create a customized dashboard’, ‘How 
to use site indicator tools’, or ‘Understanding a browsing path on the website’. Staff receive training on 
an ongoing basis. At present, each staff member has access to Analytics Suite and, in general, a dedicated 
dashboard for their activity. This accelerated handover of analytics tools now enables all product and 
marketing managers to have improved visibility of their activity, to more easily implement alert points 
and react to them more effectively.

…to the upgrading in the quality of analyses
In 2019, Bien’ici launched a complete overhaul of its analytics tagging plan. The model was re-designed 
around the initial question “What are the main cross-references of our data?”.

All the website indicators were redefined according to the key business elements and each page was 
flagged repeatedly with tags for:

• Location: of the search and the property advertised

• Function: acquisition, rental

• Property type: house, flat or car park

• Page type: advertisements, list of results, contact area

These site indicators serve as transverse fields of analysis. For example, under Data Query, a rapid ana-
lysis can be carried out on the level of demand for a location, by cross-referencing the site indicators for 
“Location”, “Type of page” (declining share of “searchers” who look at adverts and generate contacts) and 
“Property type”.

In January 2020, thanks to an optimization of acquisition levers, enhanced targeting and optimal user 
knowledge, Bien’ici already boasted 8.5 million visits per month.

However, despite the property portal’s advanced use of data to improve service and user experience, it 
pays very close attention to confidentiality and the protection of its users’ personal data.

Total transparency in data use to secure users’ trust
Bien’ici is a pioneer in the privacy-by-design approach, a tenet at the heart of the company since its crea-
tion. “It’s the advantage of youth,” Régis points out. The database, in addition to the data collection and 
storage rules, were all established recently (in 2015), in accordance with the provisions and regulatory 
laws governing privacy.

An early adopter of the CNIL Exemption with AT Internet, Bien’ici opted to adhere at the earliest possible 
stage to the restrictions relative to obtaining consent, rather than postponing the procedure indefinitely. 

For an analyst, Data Query is the key module because it allows us 
to model our data sets and, according to our needs, to add new 
requests very easily…When everything is set and tagged well, it’s 

like an all-you-can-eat buffet! In my view it’s the best Analytics Suite 
tool.” Régis Sébille, Bien’ici.
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During the first quarter of 2020, Bien’ici tightened its data management rules by adopting prior consent 
each time a cookie is triggered. 

This transition entails a serious risk: the loss in traffic data. The data team therefore carefully carried out 
a series of tests on the cookie banner to study user reaction and thus choose the version providing the 
highest consent rates, while fostering a genuine relationship of trust. To optimize CMP, all consent-rela-
ted actions were tracked:

• Survey of the completeness of validation banner clicks, in order to monitor the volume of acceptance

• Specific monitoring of the moment when the choice is made (e.g., on the home page or during brow-
sing)

To present the results, the Data team set up a tree map graph which rapidly identifies the traffic shares 
that accept, refuse and reject third-party cookies.

Here are the various test phases carried out:

In phase 1, a small, faded banner was placed at the bottom of the page with a close button.

Result: More than 50% of users did not react to the banner.

In phase 2, the faded effect and the close button were withdrawn.

Result: around half the users continued browsing without clicking on the button. 

Fold-out banner to
activate/deactivate choices

Increase visibility, 
even if it means 
blocking certain 
features
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In phase 3, a test was carried out with different-sized banners (stopping short of the cookie wall, which 
the company wished to avoid) and various scenarios such as first visit, return visit by a user who did not 
validate their choice during their previous visit, or differentiated tests according to traffic sources, etc. 
Result: a larger banner (with certain limits) led to a 20% rise in the share of visitors who accept cookies, 
but the refusal share also increased. The portion of undecided users decreased.  

Other variables followed, based on GDPR and recent CNIL directives and recommendations. No signifi-
cant impact was noted for bounce back rates.

All cookies accepted
46,9%

Banner not valid
42,4%
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As the tests were rolled out, Bien’ici observed a common finding across the board: it is better to have a 
user response, even if it is a refusal, because as long as the user has not made a choice, nothing can be 
triggered.

To the question “Will the CMP banner create user bounce back and a loss in the visit?”, Bien’ici has a clear 
and definitive answer: “We prefer that the user continues browsing without being tracked and potentially 
becomes a prospect for the customers” Régis emphasizes.

Note: The tests presented above were carried out in 2020 and do not take into account the complete 
GDPR rules to come into effect in the second half of 2021, in particular the highlighting of the “refuse all” 
button on the cookie banner.

In conclusion, it can be said that the collection and use of data were the pillars of Bien’ici’s growth. Des-
pite the increasingly strict requirements imposed by the GDPR, the success of the portal demonstrates 
that it is possible to pursue development while respecting users’ privacy. The sky is now the limit for 
Bien’ici, and the company is aiming to go far beyond its current 12 million visits per month. 

All cookies accepted
78,8%

Cookies refused
13,1%

Banner not valid
8,1%
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About AT Internet

One of the world’s major players in digital analytics since 
1996, AT Internet helps companies measure their audience 
and optimise their digital performance across all marketing 
channels. From data collection to exploration, activation and 
the sharing of insights, AT Internet’s Analytics Suite provides fully 
reliable data for optimal decision-making company-wide.

The quality of AT Internet’s solution and service has recently 
been recognised by leading independent industry studies. 
AT Internet’s digital analytics solution is used on more than 
20,000 sites and mobile applications around the world, across 
all industries. With more than 200 employees, the company is 
present globally via its customers, subsidiaries and partners.

About Bien’ici

Launched in December 2015, Bien’ici is a new-generation pro-
perty advertising portal, available on all devices. Designed by 
professionals in the property sector, Bien’ici publishes adverts 
throughout France, for new or old builds, for sale or for rental.

Thanks to the use of cutting-edge 3D mapping, which instan-
taneously locates property and provides users with helpful 
information on the district, transport networks and local shops, 
Bien’ici offers users a rich and unique search experience.

BORDEAUX - LONDON - MUNICH - NEW YORK - PARIS - SINGAPORE

Request a demo at www.atinternet.com
DISCOVER YOUR DATA’S TRUE POTENTIAL
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